Any device, anywhere, anytime: a bibliography on
voting, accessibility and mobile
The primary outcome of our ITIF-AVT grant was a ballot interface prototype that
can be used on any device, including tablets, smartphones, or desktops. This
ballot interface is available at http://anywhereballot.com.
In the tradition of universal design, our ballot interface leverages the robust
assistive technologies available for desktops and other devices, while making the
ballot instructions and ballot marking interaction usable for both expert users and
users who don’t read well or who have mild cognitive impairment.
The ballot interface was tested on a tablet, with a range of participants including
•

participants with measured low literacy levels

•

seniors with high literacy but unfamiliar with tablets

•

seniors with low literacy and unfamiliar with tablets

•

participants with mild cognitive impairment.

We found that the combination of plain language and plain interaction made the
ballot interface accessible for most participants—even those unfamiliar with
tablets.
This annotated bibliography supported our ballot interface design work, and
primarily includes sources about ballot design and about designing for audiences
with low literacy skills and mild cognitive impairment. It also includes some
sources about barriers to voting, voting trends, and voting technologies,
including voting on mobile devices. The bibliography grew and expanded over
the course of the project, as we encountered questions and sought to integrate
our research findings with the work of prior researchers. The bibliography was
also shaped by the needs of our project team, who had varying degrees of
familiarity with the voting space and with the range of assistive technologies
currently available.

Prior work on ballot design and accessibility
Our goal was to start with best practices in ballot design. Most of the seminal
sources in this area will be found below.
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General principles of ballot design are well understood. The baseline was set in
work commissioned by the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) and researched
by AIGA’s Design For Democracy, which became Effective Designs for the
Administration of Federal Elections
(http://www.eac.gov/assets/1/workflow_staging/Page/70.PDF). This set of best
practices for ballot design includes design specifications for many types of
printed materials used on Election Day, from signs to ballots. It also proposes a
basic framework for a digital user interface. NIST created their internal
“calibration machine” based on this proposed UI, which runs on a commercially
available touch screen tablet.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the EAC have
worked since the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) became law in 2002 to establish
standards for voting systems. The current version of the standard, Voluntary
Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 2.5, covers usability and accessibility in Chapter
3 -- addressing hundreds of accessibility issues mainly for people with low vision
or who are blind. The VVSG also addresses accessibility for people with cognitive
disabilities through standards on usability and plain language.

Designing for voters with lower literacy skills and cognitive
disabilities
We also include many sources about designing Web and mobile interfaces for
people who don’t read well or who are older.
The primary challenges in designing for lower-literacy audiences, readers with
cognitive disabilities, and other at-risk audiences such as the elderly are to
accommodate their need for sequential processing, to guide interaction
effectively, to provide clear feedback, and to help users avoid, discover, and
recover from errors. Supporting sequential rather than concurrent demands for
cognitive processing improves both understanding and performance. However,
understanding and performance also improve when users can see the structure
of the information or task they are performing.
In the context of voting, a ballot that showed all the races at once in an overview
led to fewer errors in voting choices; a comparison ballot that showed a single
race at a time led to reduced undervoting but led to a somewhat higher error
rate. Our challenge was to provide the specificity and clarity of a “single race at a
time” interaction and also provide an effective “review” experience that allowed
users to review and confirm their votes successfully.
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